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FIFTH
EDITION
WITH
PHOTOGRAPHS, STEP - BY - STEP
SHOPPING
GUIDELINES,
TROUBLESHOOTING,
LISTS
&
DESCRIPTIONS OF HUNDREDS OF
WELL-SELECTED PLACES TO FIND
VINTAGE FASHION IN THE U.S.,
CANADA, GREAT BRITAIN, EUROPE,
AUSTRALIA & ON-LINE.
HELPS
YOU TO HAVE LOTS OF FUN &
AVOID COMMON MISTAKES WHILE
FINDING TRUE VINTAGE FASHION
ITEMS AT GREAT PRICES! GOES
BEYOND THE INTERNET WITH
EXTRA DETAILS IN ONE BOOK.
Ive
had great success vintage-hunting since the
late 1970s in a fun way. Would you like to
be able to find, own and wear real vintage
clothing but dont know how or where to
find the things that youll love and will
work for you?
Is it a mystery where to
find attractive, quality vintage items
without spending a fortune?
Do you
have concerns about caring for clothing
that doesnt have a care label inside and
may be made of a fabric that is unfamiliar
to you?
For all lovers of fashion,
mystery, kitsch, history and the treasure
hunt this e-book is your concise guide to
searching out, finding, caring for and
wearing unique vintage clothing and
accessories. The adventure begins with
this road map because you must explore,
using these tips, suggestions and your
intuition - never knowing exactly where the
twists and turns may lead you or what you
may discover. There are no hard and fast
rules, which increases the chance of
pleasant surprises.
Understanding the
tricks & secrets and knowing where to go
will really help you to maximize the
frequency of great finds at the best prices.
This book is designed to provide all the
basic information needed for anyone to
begin vintage - hunting from scratch, in an
easy - to - read format small enough to go
with you on all your travels on your
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Kindle, Smartphone, computer or Tablet.
If you are somewhat inexperienced with
regard to vintage - hunting, want to start
small or dont want to be limited to on - line
shopping, the information in this book can
help you to find some of the most
interesting and best-priced items and take
some of the mystery out of how to care for
them. It is a great source of information
for the beginner and also offers new ideas
to people who are already playing this
fashion game.
Tips and suggestions
lead you through the steps toward
discovering great stuff and take away the
intimidation-factor. You will read about
knowledge and personal
experience
gathered from many years of collecting and
wearing vintage fashion and how to avoid
the mistakes that almost every enthusiast
makes. Pictures and examples help you to
put the ideas into practice. Shop at home
or all over the world, in stores of all
descriptions or on-line with confidence.
Information is geared mostly toward
people who live in North America and
Western Europe but can be adapted to
anywhere in the world if you have some
familiarity with the culture. The guidelines
are useful to both men and women, no
matter what you are looking for or the size
of your budget.
In a manner that is to the - point and portable, this e-book is great
to have with you when traveling.
It
contains lots of tips about how to get
started, where and how to look, pitfalls to
avoid and the things youre likely to find.
Developing an understanding of True
Vintage and the places where it is sold
makes the difference between being a naive
shopper or being a budding expert.
Most of all, this is a book about having fun
and expressing your own unique style.
Check out Morgana Martin or How to Find
the Best in Vintage Fashion on Google and
Facebook to see photos of some things Ive
found and comments about them. Despite
all the cute vintage copycat styles in the
marketplace now, theres NOTHING like
the REAL THING. HAPPY HUNTING!
See Morganas Facebook page at:
Facebook.com/magicvintagespy & blog at
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magicvintagespy.com for photos and
comments. Morgana Martin vintage as a
search on Google will get you to lots of
posts. She also posts on Twitt

Where to Find the Best Vintage Clothing on the Web HuffPost Actually Helpful Vintage Shopping Tips - Verily 9
Insta-Shops Where Youll Find Must-Have Vintage Pieces . Ahead, discover 9 of the best vintage and one-of-a-kind
shops Instagram has to The 9 Best Vintage Clothing Stores in Paris - Culture Trip Get thrifty at these vintage boutiques
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Vintage Clothing, in Boston, as selected by Boston magazine. See all the Best of Boston winners for best Vintage
Clothing from throughout the years. 6 Things You Need To Know About Shopping For Vintage Clothes If you dont,
selling vintage clothing online might not be for you. . sometimes you have to have your fingers crossed that you get the
right thing. 2 fashion insiders on where to find Bostons best vintage everything Unless youre on a quest for the perfect
vintage band tee, or maybe of clothing and itll become much easier to find a thrift store treasure of 8 Affordable Places
To Shop Vintage Clothing - The Good Trade Read our guide to vintage shopping in Paris and find out which amazing
stores to visit in your search for high and low-end second-hand Best Instagram Vintage Clothing Shops - Fashionista
Finding an amazing, high-end vintage shop or consignment boutique in Miami has never been easier. Here are six of our
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